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Abstract

A method for finding the optimal PID controller settings is proposed, which takes into account all the shortcomings of the most common engineering methods for finding controller settings. The method is characterized by: simplicity and versatility, which allows determining the optimal controller settings for one iteration; highly accurate identification of the control object, taking into account its nonlinearity, does not require an active experiment, provides improved dynamic properties of systems.

Tuning parameters of controllers are found by the proposed method of finding the optimal settings of the controller and the most common engineering methods for finding the settings of controllers for ACS control objects in the production of nitric acid. In addition to the examples given, a number of control objects with varying degrees of oscillation and inertia are investigated. A comparative analysis of the proposed method with the most common engineering methods for finding controller settings for ACS control objects in the production of nitric acid is performed. The analysis shows that the controller parameters found by the proposed method significantly improve the dynamic properties of the system (the overshoot decreased by 10 times, the regulation time decreased by about 30 %, the static and dynamic errors decreased by 2–3 times).
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1. Introduction

Market globalization is becoming comprehensive and this means that in order to stay in business, manufacturing industries need to pay more attention to quality and efficiency issues. In turn, this focuses on the development of advanced control systems so that the processes flow better. In particular, improved management is the key to improving technology. This provides: improved product quality, minimizing losses, protecting the environment, increasing productivity for installed capacity, increasing production, postponing costly upgrades to management facilities and higher safety margins.

However, in most cases, when changing the characteristics of the object and require reconfiguration of systems. Such cases include various kinds of switching, changes in the characteristics of raw materials and materials, incoming changes caused by the variable mode of operation of objects, the properties of actuators and regulatory bodies, the interdependence of the circuits in multidimensional systems.

At present, operational personnel do not have methods suitable for industrial conditions necessary for recalculating controller settings. Under operating conditions, the only way out is weakening the controller settings, thus achieving a reduction in the mutual influence of the circuits, ensuring the necessary stability margin under any possible object operation modes. The quality of the systems is obviously much worse, and the profits are much lower than those achievable with the settings corresponding to the characteristics of the object.

Many of the quality improvement methods that are proposed by management theory are practically unsuitable for industrial environments. So the methods associated with increasing the order of control devices, providing an increase in quality, reduce the region of stability in the parameter space of the object model.

As a result, we have such a difficult situation (typical statistics for most enterprises):
– 10–90 % of the contours are in manual mode;
– 30 % control valves with serious problems;
– 30 % of ACS set up completely wrong;
– 40% of contours with fluctuations; 30% unsuitable regulation organization; 85% non-optimal settings;
– 75% of controllers only increase instability.

The overwhelming majority of ACSs operating in enterprises have enormous untapped potential. This potential can be “raised” at the expense of not technological measures, but at the expense of increasing the operation efficiency of these systems, optimal tuning, the main ACS devices, and controllers.

Therefore, today the task is very relevant, the development of reliable methods for finding the optimal controller settings, which would significantly improve the ACS quality.

2. Materials and methods
The results obtained in [1, 2] are experimentally confirmed. The object of research is the production of nitric acid. The subject of research is the elements of the production management system of nitric acid. The study of ACS control objects and settings PID-controllers are carried out theoretically using a computer and experimentally; using the theory of optimal control for the development and study of mathematical models of control objects and the optimal controller settings; using the methods of mathematical statistics in the processing of experimental results. The study of mathematical models and systems of automatic control of control objects in the production of nitric acid is carried out using modern software: TRACE MODE 6.08 SCADA-systems, MS Excel 2013 Maple 17, MathCAD 15.

3. Investigation of the method for finding the optimal controller settings
The distributed control system was implemented in the TRACE MODE SCADA system, the executive modules of which ensured the real-time operation of the system. The system can be used in the union, consisting of several process ACS located in different sites. Internet channels, industrial buses, serial interfaces, radio networks and dial-up telephone lines, as well as support for workplaces of mobile employees (for example, service personnel) working out of the office were used as data transmission channels. Employees can exchange data via GSM operators through pocket computers, laptops, the web, or even through a simple cell phone. TRACE MODE also allows to use GSM networks and for remote control and data collection of geographically distributed oil production facilities, for example, using GSM modems, it is possible to reach remote field facilities.

A distributed control system for the production of nitric acid (Fig. 1) has been developed, which, due to the implementation of the method for finding optimal controller settings (OCS) at the middle level, has ensured the ACS optimal operation. To ensure optimal ACS operation of distributed control system, a method for finding an OCS was implemented at an average level [3].

![Fig. 1. Structurally-functional diagram of distributed control systems](image)
The main requirements for calculating the settings of the controller are simplicity, reliability, versatility, accuracy. The obtained optimal settings of the controller, which are not subject to further adjustment, should provide the ACS with such properties as accuracy, stability margin and proper speed. In many cases, known methods of searching for controller settings do not satisfy such requirements and, despite their simplicity, they have a number of significant drawbacks, namely:

– finding the MM of the control object and further determining the settings of the controller by conducting an active experiment on the object itself can lead to loss of quality of the finished product, damage to raw materials, catalysts, and even to emergencies, including fires, explosions, emissions of harmful substances to the environment;

– the control object is described by polynomials, do not take into account their nonlinearity;

– to the formulas for finding the settings of the controllers that do not include optimization indicators, that is, it is impossible to say in advance what system of optimality criteria the transition process to meet with given controller settings;

– the absence in the design formulas of the quality indicators of the transition process leads to the fact that in practice it is necessary to manually change the controller settings obtained by this or that method so that the transition process meets the control standards for a particular technological process;

– lack of universality of existing methods. The application of a specific method becomes impossible if its main calculated indicator is missing and is applied only for certain types of controllers and control objects.

Without taking into account these features of the methods, it is impossible to further improve the methods for determining the optimal controller settings for systems and objects of various types, and to improve their dynamic properties.

All these drawbacks are taken into account by the proposed method for finding the optimal controller settings [4], which combines two algorithms: an algorithm for identifying model parameters using global extrema of dynamic characteristics [4] and an algorithm for finding optimal controller settings using a quadratic optimization function [5, 6]:

– to identify the control objects and further determine the optimal settings of the controller, a passive experiment is conducted in an open loop, since in this case there is no possibility of taking the system out of stability;

– non-linearity of the control object is taken into account, depending on the type of the transition process, by the corresponding equation of the transition function of the second-order link [7]. In this case, the approximation of the transition function of the control object is performed using the dynamics of the transition process, described by such parameters as speed, acceleration, acceleration speed, etc., which are derived from the output signal with respect to time;

– to enter optimization indicators and quality indicators into formulas for finding optimal controller settings, we use the formula of a quadratic integral criterion, which is unimodal function for most processes and, as a single numerical value, gives a generalized estimate of the attenuation rate and the deviation value of the controlled variable. This integral determines the square of the plane between the task and the transition curve, and also depends on the controller tuning parameters;

– the versatility of this method lies in the fact that the optimal ACS settings are found for any types of transient processes of control objects and controllers, and there is no such thing as a calculated indicator in it.

The method is based on the fact that the acceleration curve of the control object is analyzed, its character is determined for approximating the transition function of the system by a second-order link with a delay time at characteristic points using the nonlinear least squares method. The equations found in this way are then used to find the optimal controller settings by quadratic integral criterion. The search for optimal controller settings is to find such controller parameters for which the quadratic integral criterion (the square of the dynamic error) would be
minimal. To search for the extremum of the optimization function, let’s use the conjugate gradient method. The values found in this way will be the optimal controller settings [9, 10].

To illustrate the work, a comparative analysis (Fig. 2–5, b–d) of the proposed method for finding the optimal controller settings (in the figure under 1) and widely used in engineering practice of the triangle method (in the figure under 2), Ziegler-Nichols method (Z–N) (in the figure under 4) and the CHR method (in the figure under 3). The P, PI, and PID controllers of single-circuit ACS for aperiodic control objects are calculated using the example of the acceleration curves of the purge column in the production of nitric acid through the channel consumption of nitric acid → level in the column (Fig. 2, a) [8].

![Graphs showing control system responses](image)

**Fig. 2.** ACS TP of the purge column:
- a – CO AC;
- b – ACS TP with P controller;
- c – ACS TP with PI controller;
- d – ACS TP with PID controller

The quality indicators of ACS transients (overshoot $\sigma$, regulation time $T_c$, static $\Delta_\text{st}$, and dynamic $J$ errors), in which the controller settings were calculated using the proposed method for finding the optimal controller settings, as well as by the triangle method, the Z-N method and the CHR method are given in comparative Tables 1, 2.

From the analysis of the research results (Fig. 2, b–d and Tables 1, 2), it is possible to state the improvement of the dynamic properties of the system when using the optimal controller settings calculated by the proposed method compared to the most common engineering methods of searching the controller settings for ACS with aperiodic and oscillatory parameters control objects (reduction of overshoot by an order of magnitude, regulation time and dynamic error, reduction of the static system error by 2–3 times).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method for finding controller settings</th>
<th>Regulation law</th>
<th>Control object</th>
<th>Controller settings</th>
<th>Regulation quality indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kp</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>P controller</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z – N methods</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>Gas reactor</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>P controller</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle method</td>
<td>PI controller</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z – N methods</td>
<td>Gas reactor</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>PI controller</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>187.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>135.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z – N methods</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>Gas reactor</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>60.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>56.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>PID controller</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z – N methods</td>
<td>Gas reactor</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>6.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>5.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>PI controller</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>85.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>135.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z – N methods</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>Gas reactor</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>27.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>27.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>PID controller</td>
<td>Purge column</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>5.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z – N methods</td>
<td>Gas reactor</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Comparative table of the ACS operation quality for aperiodic CO
4. Discussion of the results of an experimental research of the method for finding the optimal controller settings

As a result, it is found the optimal settings of the PID controllers for the ACS control objects in the production of nitric acid using the developed experimental-theoretical method of finding the optimal settings of the PID controller. Simplicity and versatility allows to determine the optimal settings for the PID controller in one iteration. The method is characterized by a high accuracy of
identification of control objects with regard to their nonlinearities, and also does not require an active experiment: improved dynamic properties of ACS (reduction of overshoot by an order of magnitude, regulation time and dynamic error, reduction of the static system error by 2–3 times) as a result of which safer process management.

The developed method of finding the optimal settings of the PID controller can also be applied when finding the optimal settings of the PID controller for other ACSs, in which control objects can be identified by a second-order link with a delay.

5. Conclusions

A distributed control system for the production of nitric acid is developed, due to the implementation in it at an average level of the method of finding OSC, has ensured optimal ACS operation.

A method for finding the optimal PID controller settings is proposed, which takes into account all the shortcomings of the most common engineering methods for finding controller settings. It is characterized by: simplicity and versatility, which allows to determine the optimal controller settings for one iteration; highly accurate identification of the control object, taking into account its nonlinearity, does not require an active experiment, provides improved dynamic properties of systems.

Regulation parameters of controllers are found by the proposed method of finding the optimal controller settings and the most common engineering methods for finding the settings of controllers for ACS of control objects in the production of nitric acid. In addition to the examples given, a number of control objects with varying degrees of oscillation and inertia are investigated.

A comparative analysis of the proposed method with the most common engineering methods for finding controller settings for ACS control objects in the production of nitric acid is performed. It shows that the controller parameters found by the proposed method significantly improved the dynamic properties of the system (overshoot decreased by 10 times, regulation time decreased by about 30%, static and dynamic errors decreased by 2–3 times).
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